
“Sara Dahmen has done something most writers can only hope for. She’s created a charac-
ter whose inner strength, her unjielding sense of honor, just might be her undoing. Widow is a 
breathtaking journey through the interior landscape of a woman whose head has accepted her 
fate as a widow, but whose heart and quiet passions have other ideas. A character at war with 
the world is good. A character at war with herself is better. Sara Dahmen has done something 
magical. She’s given us one at war with both.”
        - Scott Wilbanks, author of award-winning
       novel The Lemoncholy Life of Annie Aster
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For Event Booking, Media Inquires or Exciting Questions, contact:
flatsjunctionpub@gmail.com

Website: www.saradahmen.com or www.flatsjunction.com
Twitter: @saradahmenbooks

For updated appearances, conference attendances and book signings:
www.saradahmen.com
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All of Dahmen’s characters feel real. No one is perfect, but no one is a mustache-twirling 
villain, either. The antagonists do horrible things, but we can see why they think their 
actions are right. Everyone changes by the end of the book, but most of the changes are gradual.

Perhaps it’s Dahmen’s experience as a metal smith that allowed her to shape her char-
acters rather than shattering them. Jane has her disappointments, her setbacks, but 
she’s not toppled by them. Friends who are not exactly friends aren’t enemies, and they 
are still precious. It’s no surprise that someone who managed to beautifully tie all of 
her brand’s marketing together is able to seamlessly do the same for her characters.
           - Luxury Reading
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A timeless and heartwarming romantic historical fiction amidst a dramatically 
painted panorama of pioneer life in America’s heartland.

Author Sara Dahmen has clearly researched the era, vernacular and settings of 
her richly complex story. She brings into focus the joys and deprivations of life 
on the American frontier, the rigid proprieties that pertained in relations 
between the sexes, and the cutting edge of racial hatred that rankled towards 
the local displaced and marginalized American Indians.

She sheds light on fascinating small details of everyday life in 1881—cookery, 
clothing and medical care. 

Captivating and vividly portrayed, this is a delightful read that is refreshing and 
original as it is entertaining.

 - Chanticleer Book Review
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“Experience intolerance 
and acceptance.”

A widowed woman must 
learn to live on the prairie 
in the Dakota Territories at 
the end of the Plains Indian 
Wars.

Author: Sara Dahmen

Pages: 424
Published: February 2018
Format: 5 x 8 Paperback
Available from: 
IngramSpark
Direct from Publisher:

Coppersmith Press LLP
www.flatsjunction.com

WIDOW 1881
has won the Laramie Award 

Grand Prize for 
Historical Fiction

Widow 1881 : Flats Junction Series Book 1

Strapline: A women’s pioneer fiction
A pregnant widow.  The last Sioux in town.  A half-breed grocer.  An immigrant doctor.  

Proper, widowed Jane Weber runs to the west, hiding an unexpected pregnancy under 
layers of lies. For all her research and wavering confidence, she still finds the rawness of 
the prairie and the cacophony of personalities in Flats Junction, Dakota Territories to be 
more than she expected. 

Her physician employer demands she stay with his acquaintance, the only Sioux in town, 
and Jane struggles to find a place for herself among the women. Through it all, she must 
not only handle the rigors of her pregnancy and the roughness of her new job, but she 
must also try to remember the delicate glass of stories and properness that she’s wrapped 
around herself to save her sense of respectability. Can she manage it? Or will her 
employer upend all her best laid plans? 

Widow 1881 is the catalyst for American-made kitchenware line House Copper & 
Cookware, which Sara designs and sells.  The book series and cookware are intimately 
connected, garnering a constant stream of local, national and international recognition 
and media stories in print, radio and television.  

A nonfiction treatise: FLAME, on cookware and care is forthcoming, as well as additional 
books in the Flats Junction series.  

Reviews for Widow

* New author Sara Dahmen has clearly researched the era, vernacular and settings of her 
richly complex story. She brings into focus the joys and deprivations of life on the 
American frontier, the rigid proprieties that pertained in relations between the sexes, and 
the cutting edge of racial hatred that rankled towards the conquered native tribes. She 
sheds light on fascinating small details of everyday life in 1881—cookery, clothing and 
medical care. - Chanticleer Book Review

* More than just another work of historical fiction, more than a love story, more than a 
western - though it is all these things - this is a story of 
patience and triumph or adversity...of allowing our lives to change and mould us into 
better human beings.  This is a book not to be missed, one that will haunt you for weeks 
to come as you ponder the curious depth of plot and the bravery of its characters.  
- Nicole Evelina, multi-award winning author of four books, including Chanticleer 
Review’s Book of the Year and an Indie B.R.A.G. Medallion

About the Author
Sara Dahmen is a metalsmith, entrepreneur and mother of three small children.  She 
speaks at TEDx and historical writing conferences across America as well as enjoying 
historical reenactments, where she works as a tin and coppersmith.  She is the only 
woman in America (and one of two people total) to make copper cookware, and is the 
co-founder of the Port Washington WI Literary Festival.  

www.saradahmen.com or www.flatsjunction.com
sara@saradahmen.com

(www.housecopper.com)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                           Contact: Sara Dahmen
              414-534-6943

House Copper & Cookware Launch
Eco Friendly Heirloom Pieces are Built to Last

PORT WASHINGTON, WI -- House Copper & Cookware, formerly called Housekeeper 
Crockery, launched its rebranding on January 1, 2018. HCC is a line of one-of-a-kind 
100% American-made products painstakingly crafted by hand. Their tall, cylindrical 
copper pots harken back to those created in the early 1800s by Paul Revere, spun and 
hand-tinned the way they were centuries ago. House Copper pots are built for their 
superior performance, are eco-friendly, energy efficient, and made to last for generations.

“We’re striving to set a new standard for American-made copper cookware,” said creator 
Sara Dahmen. “Today’s cookware is manufactured to last 5-10 years, and then thrown 
away because non-stick surfaces are flaking off, handles are broken and aluminum or 
stainless steel cookware is stained, burned or flaky.”

HCC’s original, manageable pieces are perfect for the avid home cook who wants to start 
delving into copper, the pastry fanatic who knows the science behind why copper 
cookware is by far the best for baking, or for the professional chef who specializes in 
individual dishes.

Before low quality cookware became an abundant commodity, cooks cherished their 
original, handmade copper cookware and lovingly restored it as necessary to keep it 
operating, making copper cookware one of the most sustainable and renewable types of 
cookware in the world.  House Copper is recapturing and reintroducing the way of cooking 
with the finest elements nature creates.  The marriage of pure copper and tin guarantees the 
most precise cooking tool imaginable. The intensely quick thermal conductivity of CDA 
122, spun in .060 (that’s 1.5mm), provides the best take on age-old cookware. 

House Copper & Cookware was created by Sara Dahmen, a graduate of Marquette 
University. After graduation Dahmen worked in marketing before starting a wedding and 
event coordinating company. She has been a metalsmith for three years, apprenticing under 
a master tin and copper smith and is a TEDx speaker. Currently, Dahmen fabricates about 
80% of the copper cookware pieces available with HCC herself and is a founder of the 
American Pure Metals Guild. She resides in Wisconsin with her family.

For more information, please contact Sara Dahmen at 414-534-6943, or visit 
www.housecopper.com

###



In answering an ad for a housekeeper in the Dakota Territories, Jane sets her life on an 
unexpected course in which she encounters love, friendship, grief, prejudice and joy in 
the company of wonderfully drawn characters that range from a dusty cowboy to a wise 
Sioux widow. The plot is quietly powerful, as are the characters, all of whom evoke a 
strong sense of personhood and strength, remaining with you long after you’ve read the 
closing words of the book.
	 	 	 	 -	Nicole	Evelina,	multi-award	winning	historical	fiction	and	romance

Ms. Dahmen will be speaking and/or attending multiple 
author conferences and presenting her book and cookware 

at events in 2018.

Pulpwood Queens Girlfriend Weekend January 2018
Delta Kappa Gamma International January 2018
American Library Association Winter February 2018
International Home & Housewares Show March 10-13 2018
Chanticleer Author Conference April 2018
Women’s Focus Initiative May 2018
Wild Deadwood Reads June 2018

For information on the cookware, email housecopper@gmail.com

For information on Flats Junction paper products, email flatsjunctionpub@gmail.com
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Excerpt from Widow
 I cannot believe I have been in Flats Junction for just two weeks. It is still all a blur melting so 
that it feels as though eons have passed instead. I am constantly trying to consider my next step on 
how to properly keep house for the Doctor, how to keep my garden watered now that spring has start-
ed in earnest, and how to manage his office, which is my next task. The snow has decided to disappear 
with frightful speed, and there is news of devastating floods all along the Missouri. Fort Randall itself 
is struggling, Pierre is underwater and Yankton and Vermillion are nearly washed away. There have 
been new craftsmen that have simply given up on trying to manage rebuilding. A Jewish shoemaker 
and his wife arrived earlier this week from Vermillion by wagon, causing a bit of a stir. Not because 
Isaac and Hannah Horowitz are Jewish, it seems, but because everyone is overtly glad to have some-
one in town to make the shoes new or repair them professionally. I hear they have just settled into an 
abandoned old saloon and are already swimming in orders.
 I’ve met Sadie Fawcett, who seems to be the town busybody as she stopped unannounced for tea 
along with her gaggle of children just the other day. She has no qualms telling me that she plans to 
have more, as her husband prefers a big brood, though I have yet to understand how a woman could 
stop having children anyway. And I have yet to understand what her husband does for a living. A tall 
woman introduced herself to me as Anette Zalenski at the door of St. Aloysius after Mass. She was 
warm and welcoming and clasped my hands, saying she is glad to see the Doctor has a new house-
keeper. I liked her immediately, but there was little time to have a chat what with her several children 
running in circles around the church and my need to make the midday meal. It felt completely fraud-
ulent to attend Mass with the Doctor, but it felt even odder to not go to a service when nearly everyone 
apparently attends one church or the other.
 It seems the only person who does not practice a religion is Widow Hawks herself.
 No one seems to mind that I sleep at Widow Hawks’s house – or at least, no one has said a word 
against me to my face. I think sometimes I see slivers of glances as I hike to her house across the 
railroad each evening, but either I’m too new to bother directly or everyone is still holding out a final 
opinion. Perhaps it’s obvious that it is my only choice other than one of the inns. Perhaps they figure it 
is proper enough that I am staying anywhere but with the Doctor given I am not some elderly woman 
keeping house for him. 
 The hope that I will not be ostracized trickles through me, though I find I feel ashamed that I 
wonder at all. I should be thankful for the free bed, for her hospitality, however strange I find it, but I 
find I’m still scared sometimes. I don’t know her at all, and she doesn’t speak to me. 

h
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More excerpts from Widow
 He sniffs suddenly and stops, peers into the bucket, then at me suspiciously.
 “Lye?”
 I lift my shoulders. “I wanted things very clean.”
 He frowns and then grabs my hand and flips it over to show the palm. The flesh is red and I 
resist the urge to scratch it. “You used lye water – did ye know the right mixture?”
 “What mix?” I glance at my skin. The itching is giving way to pain, and I feel like the lye has 
burned my nose as well, the smell lifting like an invisible powder to sizzle away any ability to smell. 
 “Don’t you know how to use lye properly?” He drops the bucket and my hand and strides into 
the surgery. 
 I follow him, wiping my fingers briskly on my apron, and then notice that the fabric seems to 
be disintegrating in large patches, and parts of my skirt as well. What on earth?! 
 He turns to me and settles a basin on the operating table. “Put your hands over this. It’s goin’ to 
hurt for a bit.”
 “What?” I hide them behind my back. 
 “I’ve got to stop the lye from diggin’ into your skin and burnin’ you worse than it is. Cold water, 
lots of scrubbin’ and then I’ll put on a bit of salve.”
 I hesitate, the typical questioning bubbling up. “How do you know just water will work?”
 He looks indignant. “I’m a doctor.”
 “But—.”
 “Mrs. Weber, don’t be foolish. You’ve already shown me you have no understandin’ on lye water 
and you’ve ruined your new housedress. Now is not the time to argue.”
 Embarrassment charges through my lungs and I bite my lips against the sting of his repri-
mand. He’s perfectly correct and I am not sure if I feel more ashamed or more upset. And the dress! 
I hadn’t thought of the dress! What a waste! Widow Hawks just made it, and now it’ll be patched and 
ragged from the start.
 I let him pour cold, clear water from his copper water cistern over my hands and the splash 
makes me cry out shortly. He apologizes abruptly, then puts more water over them. 
 “Too late,” he says mournfully, inspecting the skin. “Burns for sure.”
 Snatching a hand back, I look over the palm and am surprised to see that my stinging skin 
looks completely raised with puffy red blisters. Good heaven! What have I done? 

h
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     Who  is  Sara
If you would have asked this question five years ago,
you would have had a completely different answer.  
Sara was a wife, a mother of one, and an 
award-winning wedding planner.  She had no head 
for numbers, and had never taken a shop class.

Fast  forward  to  today
Sara is a tin and copper smith apprentice where doing math fractions happen daily, and 
grand prize winning author of historical fiction. She is a mother of three children ages 
six and under, and she still juggles that event planning business while working with 
iron, volunteering at the local library and school, researching and lifting weights. 

As a ghostwriter, guest blogger, and entrepreneur, she has spoken at the Historical 
Writers of America conferences, sat on historical writing author panels and presented at 
TEDx. Her days are often spent eyeball deep in copper and lots of phone calls, 
especially while managing her 100% American-made cookware line, House Copper & 
Cookware.  She believes in making cooking tools that are 
well-researched, made with pure materials and transparent provenance.

She believes hard work and perseverance are a hallmark of her generation, and that 
sleep is overrated, except on vacation. Her family camps with other fur traders during 
summer rendezvous, where she makes rope from nettle, teaches children how to 
tinsmith and makes pies inside fire. She is a Plein Air painter and avid cook, a reader of 
history and religion books and the weekly Economist.  

You can find Sara in her adopted town of Port Washington, Wisconsin, where she is 
likely gardening with her children or seasoning cast iron.
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Ms. Dahmen ensuring that her cast iron skillets 
are seasoned properly.

Ms. Dahmen speaking at TEDx Rapid City about women 
in vintage and modern metalcrafts

Some of the wares in the 
House Copper & Cookware 
line inspired by the novel.



Upcoming  Releases
Sara released Wine & Children, a romantic drama delving into divorce and 
infertility in November 2016. It won the WisRWA Write Touch Award for 
it’s category in May 2017.

FLAME: Our Love Affair with Cookware, Sara’s non-fiction book on 
cookware, will be released in 2019.

Pure, heavy, 100% American-made 12” copper skillets, with handles 
crafted to look like original American skillets, have just been created in 
Sara’s garage and are available on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Sara expects some of her wares to make an appearance in forthcoming 
issues of major home and housewares magazines. 

SMITH 1865, the second book in the Flats Junction series, 
is planned for release in late 2018.
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Suggested Interview Questions
1. What was the inspiration behind Widow 1881? 

2. When did you first start writing?

3. What is your favorite genre and why?

4. How do you research for your novels?

5. Do you work with an editor?

6. How does your writing process work?

7. Why did you at first self-publish this novel? How is traditional 
publishing different now?

8. How do you map out your characters?

9. What inspires you personally?

10. Who are your favorite characters / what are your favorite books?

11. Do you plan to write any more books along this story line?

12. How long does it take you to write a novel?

13. What pitfalls do you hit as an author?
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Discussion Study Questions for
Widow 1881

Jane is rightfully nervous about moving to the western territories. Are there ways in which you would 
judge the physical hardships of western daily life to the new kinds of expectations and hardships mod-
ern women manage?

The idea of staying with a Sioux Indian would be frightening at the least to an eastern woman who has 
been taught that all Indians are savage. What character traits does Jane show by staying with Widow 
Hawks anyway? 

Widow Hawks and her family are often referred to with fear, but her behavior is never nefarious. Are 
there ways you would consider Widow Hawks to still be uncivilized?

Did you feel Kate’s attitude toward her mother was justified? How is her behavior similar to what we 
see in mother/daughter relationships today?

Were you surprised at Widow Hawks’ resigned attitude toward her living situation? Would you have 
stayed near and suffered violence to be near family?

Did you find Jane’s lack of attachment to her child or deceased husband shocking or surprising? 

How is Jane a product of her time? How so?

Do you think Jane was particularly obtuse about the budding romantic interest of the Doctor? Do you 
think she loved him before she articulated it? Why do you suppose she did not act on her growing at-
tachment to him and instead pushed him toward Kate?

Compare your concept of romantic love and married love to Jane’s other romances. What did you 
think about her marriage to Henry? Her courtship with Bern and Andrew? Do you think these types of 
marriages and relationships still exist in our society? Do you think they end similarly? 

Jane’s behavior with Theodore during her early widowhood would have been considered exceptionally 
scandalous for her time. Today unmarried or unattached pregnant women do not suffer such extreme 
stigma in general; how do you think behaviors and prejudices have changed? Stayed the same?

Were you surprised by the violence done to Widow Hawks and the lack of response to it by the town? 
How you do feel about her role as the banker’s mistress for many decades? 

What do you think is the biggest turning point in the book? Why?

Were you surprised at the depiction of the Native American situation on the reservation when Jane 
and Patrick go to get Widow Hawks back?

Flats Junction is populated by many different people. Did you have a reaction to any of the other 
peripheral characters? Why? 

Do you think Kate was a relatable character? Do you feel she imbues parts of your personality in some 
respects, in terms of her independence? Is she a redemptive character?


